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CHAPTER I 
IBTRODUC'1' I 011 
The Development of Vocational Education in Agriculture 
in Arizona 
A brief history of the state vocational educa-
tion program in agricul ture is important in the solution 
of the major and minor problems of this study. 
Arizona's legislature aocepted the Vocational 
Education act passed by Oongress through an enabling aot 
approved Karoh 12, 1917. It was not until 1919, however, 
that the work was started. The programs were mostly of a 
promotional nature. Reimbursements to schools were. on 
what the school might be doing, so far as agrioulture was 
concerned, rather than on the basiS of a state program 
and on the basiS of standards set up by the State Depart-
ment. If the various agricultural departments of the 
local high schools could show some semblance of meeting 
Federal requirements they 'got by.' 
On January 1, 1923, there was no record of pre-
vious work in the office of the state department aside 
from the books showing use of Federal allotments. There 
was not even a record of which schools were receiving re-
imbursement, or how much was being reimbursed. From June 
1, 1923, to September 1, 1924, there was no supervisor of 
the agricultural program. A teacher trainer in the 
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University of Arizona was nominally in charge of super-
vision; his time was 80 taken up with teaching in the 
Oollege of Education, however, that there was very little 
help given the men in the field. No systematic work was 
done to standardize the work or to plan toward agrioulture 
curricula. 
On request of the State Farm Bureau of Arizona 
that the State Department of Vocational Education develop 
an agricultural program along practical, beneficial lines, 
the writer of this study was employed as field agent in 
agricultural education. He began his work January 11, 
1924. A community program in adult vooational education 
was developed, principally in Marioopa Oounty, the first 
year. This program spread to other oounties. The State 
Supervisor of Agrioulture, who had been granted a year's 
leave ot absenoe returned in September, 1924. The Field 
Agent visited during the school term of 1924-1925 all the 
sohools and oommunities in the state having vocational 
agricultural departments. Data and information was 
gathered which proved of value in setting up a definite 
program and a standard of policies. The Supervisor lett 
the State in June, 1925, and the Field Agent, who is now 
the State Supervisor, was promoted to the position. 
The first step of the present supervisor, on 
assuming his duties, was the compiling of a program of 
prooedure for vocational agriculture in Arizona. This 
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was based upon the five year State Plan 1922-1927, then 
in foroe. It set up and interpreted all mandatory pro-
visions as given in the policles of the Federal Board and 
set forth the type of olasses, methods of reimbursement, 
and suggested oourses. 
While there was much room for improvement in 
the ·Program of Procedure- it was the first instrument 
which gave to the vocational teachers and the superinten-
dents and principals over the state a definite set of 
policies to adhere to. In December, 1930, the State Plan 
as approved for 1927-1932 was printed and mailed to the 
schools thruout the state. It offers only suggestions 
for the content of oourses in agriculture. There has been 
no attempt to build curricula or related oourses. 
The time has arrived, however, when it is neces-
sary that standardized courses of vocational education in 
agriculture be offered in the Arizona high schools if 
further progress 1s to be made. 
The Arizona State Plan has already set up 
certain standards or requirements. In brief the require-
ments are as follows: 
a. At least a half time teacher. 
b. At least a ninety minute period daily to 
vocational agriculture. 
c. Ample time for preparation and supervision. 
d. A minimum of extra curricula activities which 
may interfere with an efficient job of teaching. 
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e. Ample time to give follow-up supervision to 
students who have had two years of vooational agriculture. 
f. A minimum of two years of vocational agricul-
ture. 
g. One year of Plant Produotion, one year of 
Livestock Produotion. 
Every seoondary sohool in Arizona in whioh it 
would be possible to plaoe a curriculum or course of voca-
tional agricultural education is situated in a oommunity 
where the farmers must operate at a greater profit in 
order to survive. The sohools need added revenue to 
expand and to meet inoreasing needs. The boys need to 
stay in sohool longer in order toreaoh a full maturity of 
thinking ability and judgment under proper supervision. 
There is in each of these communities a definite need for 
a type of training which will develop more efficient 
farmers.. The need is now present and it is urgent. The 
soolal and the cultural standards in each of these commun-
ities can be improved thru greater farm profits. 
The increased enrollment thru persistence of 
school attendance caused by a richer curricula will bring 
finanoes to the school from state funds now being lost. 
These added resouroes can be used to further enrich the 
lives of those who go thru these local institutions of 
learning. A vocational program which will aocomplish 
these objectives will more than justify itself. 
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The problem, then, is to oonstruot functioning 
worth while curricula, courses, and school sohedules 
which will assist administrators in fulfilling a duty and 
service to the farm population of the state and its 
society in general. 
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OHAPTER II 
STATIlE.! OF THE PROBLEM 
This study resolves itself into the following 
major problem: 
To formulate curricula, to outline 
a vooational course, and to construot functioning 
scbool scbedules for each year's work, and pro-
viding for a minimum of two year's work and a 
maximum of four year's work, in vocational educa-
tion in agrioulture for the secondary sohools of 
Arizona. 
One fundamental of this study is to arrive at 
principles which may be applied in establishing curricula 
and courses of study in vocational education in agricul-
ture for the secondary sohools of Arizona which are 
situated in agricultural communities. 
The p~blem is not only to establish a course of 
study but to so fit this course into the predominating 
secondary school programs that it will function and assist 
administrators in arranging their school schedules to 
meet pupil needs. There must be a definite course of 
study for boys wishing to take vocational agrioulture. 
This course, for maximum value, should be fitted into the 
high school program and schedule so that there will be a 
minimum of oonflicts and at the same time provide for a 
well rounded training for the individual. 
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The value of this study will be in two fields: 
First, in the proper preparation of students of vooational 
agrioulture; seoond, it will aid in properly preparing 
teaohers of vooational agriculture so that they w1ll be 
able to teach those ente~rises, units, and phases of agri-
"CUlture to meet the ever progressive and changing needs of 
the present day agriculturalist. 
The training of teachers varies with the oharac-
ter of the currioulum or curricula and with the way the 
different stud1.as included therein are organized into 
definite teach1ng positions. Therefore, the teaoher train-
ing institutions must know what the currioulum or curri-
oula is going to be, for which they are to prepare their 
teachers, in order to be most suocessful and effeotive. 
The polioy of a State Department should be to 
allow eaoh local seoondary sohool to set up ourrioula to 
fit the needs of the partioular community to a certain 
degree. It beoomes obvious that there 1s a limit beyond 
whioh this praotioe should not be permitted to go. There 
must be some directing head if any uniformity of objec-
tives are to be attained. The head should determine the 
currioulum or curricula and organize the subjects therein 
into definite teaohing positions. !his is the best means 
by whioh a systematic endeavor to improve existing oondi-
tions can be made. 
The following 1s quoted from Field Studies No. 
a, Peabody College: pp. 65, 6S, 67. 
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-The most that can be permitted to small 
communities is to choose between curricula. When a 
curricula is chosen it must be followed.------ In 
the first place, the principal of a small high school 
is not a principal in any sense of the word. He is 
more frequently a glorified teacher. Ordinarly he 
possesses and exercises little power or authority 
over what is taught or over the selection and assign-
ments of teachers. While usually a college graduate, 
he has seldom had special preparation for supervising 
and administering a high school ------ He is usually 
inexperienced and loaded down with classes. Even if 
he were prepared, experienced, armed with power,and 
a man of progressive ideas and ability, he rarely 
stays ~ong enough in one community to learn much 
about its real educational needs. ------ Teachers 
in small high sohools have little time or opportunity 
or interest or ability to .tudy soientifioally or to 
experiment with so delicate and complioated a problem 
as ourriculum adapted to the needs of a given commun-
ity. As a rule, it is not professional experience 
and knowledge that determines just what is taught in 
anyone year in a small high school, but the personal 
interest or prejudice of one or more board members, 
the particular interest of the prinoipal and what he 
finds the teachers handed over to him want and oan 
teach. In short, the curricula of small high schools 
within limits change with the looal board members, 
the principal and the teaohers ------ a violation of 
the first educational right of the child. 
·'Educational leaders in mi»st states have 
long since recognized the need of controlling the 
ourricular offerings of small high schools, and the 
State Departments of Eduoation in twenty-one states 
are empowered by law to do so.' 
In Arizona the state board does not control 
curricula offerings in the high schools exoept thru minimum 
requirements for graduation, which are as follows: 
Three years of English 
Two years of Social Science 
One year of American History 
One half year of Civics 
One half year of some other science 
One year of Laboratory Science 
Two years of some form of Physical Education 
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The State department of vocational education is 
a permanent organization and is in a position to survey 
the whole field thru its supervisors and itinerant teacher 
trainers in vocational agriculture. The department is 
responsible for the promotion of vocational education in 
agriculture. It is the logical directing head to build 
agricultural curricula in vocational education. 
In order that this service shall be of value it 
is necessary that a survey of the present curriculum 
situation pertaining to vocational education in agricul-
ture be made in the 17 high schools of Arizona now offer-
ing eduoation in agriculture. It is also neoessary to 
establish fundamental prinoiples that may be made the 
basiS for constructing funotioning curricula in vocational 
agriculture. Definite curricula must then be oonstructed 
whioh not only meet the needs of the oommunities and 
schools but whioh satisfy the State and Federal require-
ments in vooational eduoation. 
Kinor Problems of This Study Follow: 
a. To determine by what means past and present 
ourricula in vooational agriculture have been built in the 
secondary schools of Arizona. 
b. To determine prinoiples which should be con-
sidered in establishing the oourse of study to be offered 
in vocational education in agriculture. 
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o. To oonstruot a curriculum which will meet 
the requirement of the State Plan and at the same time 
meet the oonditions in the high sohool, and the needs of 
the pupils who wish training in vooational agriculture. 
d. To construct functioning oourses of study 
which wl11 meet the requirements of the state plan as to 
objectives and aims. 
e. To make comparative studies of schedules in 
schools which offer training 1n vocational agrioulture 
with a view to improving suoh sohedules or concluding 
that they are adequate to meet present and future needs. 
f. To oonstruct school schedules and combina-
tions of schedules including the oourse in vocational 
agriculture which will meet all requirements of the State 
Plan and at the same t1me will be adaptable in schools 
under varying conditions in the agricultural communities 
in the state. 
Kinor problem(~wll1 be developed in Ohapter 
III by considering the factors whioh effect curriculum 
construction and revision, and by the interpretation of 
the information gathered by the survey. Minor problem 
(b).ill be dealt with in Ohapter IV by a comparative study 
of authorities in the field of vocational education; and 




THE PRESENT SITUATION 
Kinor problem Ca) is, aTo determine by what 
means past and present curricula in vocational agrioulture 
have been built in the seoondary schools of Arizona.· In 
order to approach this problem and gather information for 
its solution it was neoessary to determine the factors 
that must be oonsidered in the construction or revision 
of a vocational agricultural curriculum whioh are: 
I. What are the major occupations of the oommunity 
for whioh the ourriculum is construoted? 
a. W111 the curriculum influence the persistence 
of pupils in school? 
b. Are the common experienoes of the students 
considered in setting up the currioulum and 
teaching content? 
c. Will the curriculum meet the vocational needs 
of the pupils? 
d. Will the agrioultural curriculum affect 
other curricula in the school? 
II. What is the population of the community? 
a. The size of the agricultural population 
groups will largely limit the possibility 
of school offerings. 
b. The number of adults in the community and the 
number of ohildren of school age should be 
oonsidered. 
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1. The number in the most produotive age 
groups and those in dependent groups 
w111 be of help if the information can 
be secured. 
c. Are the farmers of the oommunity farm owners 
or tenants? 
1. Interest in the oommunity and permaneno:~ 
of the boys in school w111 be largely 
influenoed by this factor. 
d. Are the majority of the farmers more or less 
eoonomically independent, operating their 
farms at a profit? 
1. Social heredity of the pupils and the 
probable school support will depend 
somewhat upon this factor. 
e. Could the currioula offerings of the sohools 
be inoreased or modified without seriously 
affeoting sohool oostS? 
f. What is the persistenoe of bQYs in high 
sohool? 
1. If the high sohool is the last formal 
eduoational opportunity for many pupils 
that faot will influence the currioulm& 
g. Bow many pupils attend beyond the oompulsory 
sohool age? 
1. The interest aroused by properly oon-
struoted curricula influenoes atten-
danoe after legal foroe is inoperative. 
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2. What is the intelligence of boys in 
vooational olasses? 
3. Will the ourrioulum meet their vooa-
tional interests and needs? 
h. What will be the past sohool activities of 
boys? 
1. How many may go to oollege? 
2. How many may go into farming? 
3. How many may go into other occupations? 
i. Is there a need for a vocational agrioultural 
curriculum in the high sohool serving a 
particular community? 
III. What other ourricula are offered in the high sohool? 
a. What emphasis is p1aoed upon various types 
of work? 
b. What is required of students by way of 
constanta? 
c. Must all students meet oollege entranoe 
requirements? 
After determining the faotors to be consider-
ed it was necessary to gather information for applying the 
factors to the solution of the problem. This was done by 
means of a personal conference with eaoh agricultural 
teaoher and his superintendent. 
As a guide the following outline was used and 
filled out by the writer at the time of each oonferenoe. 
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Outline for Objective Currioulum Study 
School ________________ __ Town, ________________ __ 
Superintendent ____________ __ 
Teacher ____________________ _ 
1. In what year was Vocational Agriculture Depart-
ment established? 
~~-2. Has it operated continuously sinoe?--..oI!~_ 
3. Is there a definite Vooational Agrioulture ourri-
oulum offered? 
-~-4. Get a cOPY' of such curriculum.~_"".!"" 
5. What subjects are constant in Vocational Agricul-
ture curriculum? --=---6. What subjects are eleotive?~ __ 
7. Does the Vooational Agriculture curriculum lead 
to graduation meeting college entrance require-
ments?_~_ 
8. Bow many times has Agricu.lture Curriculum been 
revised since establishment of department? __ 
9. How was present curriculum oonstructed?_~_ 










What are the titles of courses offered eaoh year? 1. ___ _ 
2 ____ _ 
3.~~ __ 
What is the average number of enterprises offered 
in each year's Vooational Agriculture instruotion? 
Are the enterprises taught based upon the needs 
of the oommuni ty? ___ ""!'" 
What peroentage of projeots are in enterprises 
taught? 
How muc~h-6~f~teaoherts time devoted to Vocational 
AgrIculture? (check) t 3/4_ Full. __ _ 
Give number of Vocational classes taught~. ~ __ 
Length in minutes of each Vooational Agrioulture 
olass. 
-~~ Number of classes per week.~~--! 
Total number of minutes Vocational Agriculture 
teachers devoted to classroom teaching eaoh day. 
20. Total number of minutes given by teacher daily to 
supervision and preparation of agriculture work 























Humber of non-vocational classes taught or time 
devoted to study period. 
List extra-curricula act~lv-i-t-l-es for which Voca-
tional Agriculture teacher is responsible._ ......... _ 
How many different teacbers have been employed 
since the department was establlshed'~~~ 
What non-vocational subjects are best handled 
by the Vooational Agrioulture teaoher, __ _ 
Is the Vocational Agriculture teacher a ~ecla­
list in any particular phase of agr1culture' ____ 
Is there a tendency to stress this phase to the 
neglect of other phases of agrioul turet __ ,-
Where Agrioulture Curriculum provides for only 
two years of Vocational Agriculture, should it 
be offered, 
Freshman and sophomore years? __ _ 
or 
Junior and Senior years? __ _ 
Is the Agriculture Curriculum required or elec-
ti ve? ____ ~-
Should the two year minimum Vocational Agriculture 
program required by the state plan be increased to 
attain the true objectives of Vocational Agrioul-
ture Eduoation? ---Where only two years of Vocational Agriculture are 
offered is there an effort on the part of the 
teacher to oontinue his supervision of agricultur-
al Btudents?~~,"!!"" 
What are the limiting factors in offering four 
years of Vooational Agricul ture'_--.oIIJ!"_ 
What faotors must you consider in maintaining a 
Vocational Agriculture department, __ "'!'"" 
Are two years of foreign language essential for 
the effioient training of Vooational Agriculture 
8tudents'~_"!!!11 
Total number of pupils enrolled in your school. __ 
Total number of boys enrolled in your school. ____ 
Total number of boys enrolled in your Agr.~_~ 
Wha.t percentage of .,your graduates go to oollege? 
What peroentage of your boys taking agriculture 
go into farm1ng? __ ~_ 
What percentage of those entering freshman, 
graduate? 
How d088 ~th~e~I~Q of the Vocational Agrioulture 
student compare with the average in your 8chool? 
41. Oan your present Vocational Agriculture curriculum 
be improved? If so, in what respects? 
42. Where did the Vocational Agrioulture ~te-a-c~h-er 
receive his trainlng? __ _ 
43. How many teachers in your entire system? ---
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There were seventeen secondary schools surveyed 
by personal interview using this outline as indioated. 
The first procedure after all data was gathered was to 
designate each school by letter from A to Q inclusive. as 
follows: 
A. Yuma High School, Yuma 
B. Valley High School, Thatcher 
O. Willcox High School, Willcox 
D. St. David High School, St. David 
]C. Snowflake High School, Snowflake 
F. Phoenix High School, Phoenix 
G. Peoria High School, Peoria 
H. Patagonia High School, Patagonia 
I.Karana High School, llarana 
J. Glendale High School, Glendale 
K. Ft. Thomas High School, Ft. Thomas 
L. Florence High School, Florence 
Jl. Duncan High School, Dunoan 
N. Ohandler High School, Ohandler 
O. Benson High School, Benson 
P. Gilbert High School, Gilbert 
Q. Pima High School, Pima 
The second step was to summ.arize the information 
obtained; this is shown in Summary I, page aa. From this 
summarr, tabulations of subsequent tables and information 
were readily made. 
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Present Curricula of High Schools in Arizona 
The information gathered concerning present and 
past curricula 1s given in Summary II, page 24. 
There are only four schools which have a definite 
curriculum in vocational agrioulture. This limits the 
field as to how curricula were ~or.mu1ated in the past. 
These courses were constructed by grouping the subjeots 
for the purpose of meeting the needs of the pupil or the 
needs of the oommunity. These four sohools oonstructed 
their curriculum in vocational agriculture by building 
around the high sohool subjeots required by the State 
Board of Education. Agriculture was added to the require-
ments with one or two electlveB~ 
Thirteen schools have no definite curriculum in 
vocational agriculture but offer the subject of agricul-
ture for two or more years. 
The subjeots required by the school and the 
subjects eleotive are shown in Summary II. 
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Summary I1.- Data which shows how agricultural 
curriculum were formulated in the past. 
4 schools have a definite agricultural curri-
culum which consists of the subjects re-
quired by the State Board of Eduoation, 
vooational agriculture and possible eleo-
tives. 
13 schools have no agrioultural cnrricula. 
11 schools have printed forms showing the 
subjects offered and what subjects are 
eleotive. 
18 schools haTe the subjeots required by the 
State Board of Education as the constants 
required. 
1 school requires one additional year of 
history. 
17 sohools offer as eleotive subjects not re-
quired by the State Board of Education. 
1 school offers a 4-year oourse of vooational 
agriculture which leads to graduation meet-
ing college entranoe requirements. 
17 sohools offer vocational agriculture and 
additional subjeots so that a pupil may 
select the subjects which will lead to 
graduation and meet college entrance 
requirements. 
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13 schools have made no changes in their curri-
cula since the agricultural department was 
established. 
1 school has made five changes in the curricula 
since the agricultural department was 
established. 
Logical reasoning would lead one to believe 
that the element of time would have an influence on the 
vocational curricula offered in the schools surveyed in 
the study. It would be supposed that the greater the 
number of years that have elapsed sinoe the department 
was established the greater would have been the opportun-
ity to build functioning currlcula. The State of Arizona 
passed the enabling aot accepting Federal Aid in 1917 or 
fourteen years ago. If the departments were established 
soon 'after the enabling aot was passed and have operated 
oontinuously since, the school should have passed thru 
any experimental stages so far as curricula or courses 
were oonoerned. 
By referring to Summary I, page 22, we see that 
schools (B), (I) and (r)established vocational departments 
in 1919, and that eaoh have a definite curriculum for 
vooational agriculture. Sohool(J) established the depart-
ment in 1930; it makes the fourth sohool which has a 
defini te curriculum. 
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The length of time during whioh eaoh of these 
seventeen sohools has offered vooational agriculture and 
the number of years that have elapsed since the department 
has been established, is given in Summary III. 
Summary III.- Data showing the number of years 
that agriculture has been taught in the schools, the 
number of years since the department has been established, 
and whether the operation of departments has been oontinu-
ous. 
1 school has taught vooational agriculture 1 year 
1 • It .. • • a years 
1 It • • • 11 11 II 
1 .. .. .. .. II 10 • 
a schools have .. • .. 4 II 
2 II It .. .. .. 6 .. 
2 • .. It II .. 7 .. , • It • .. .. 12 .. 
1 school has had the department established 1 year 
1 II • t. .. • .. a years 
1 • .. .. .. " • 4 • 
1 • II I It II .. 10 .. 
1 • .. .. .. • 11 12 I 
1 .. I II .. .. • 17 • 
6 sohools have had the • " 13 I 
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13 sohools have offered vooational agriculture con-
tinuously since the department was established 
a schools ha.e lost 1 year since the department 
was established. 
a schools have lost 2 years s1noe the department 
was established 
If the teachers aided in the oonstruction of 
vocational curricula in the past, their information as to 
state and local conditions will haTe to be given consid-
eration. This would depend to a great degree upon where 
their training was received as it takes the out-of-state 
teacher three years to aooumulate all the neoessary in-
formation to be proficient in his job. On referring to 
Summary I, it is found that there are a total of eighteen 
teachers of vocational agriculture in the seventeen 
sohools. The institutions from which they reoeived their 
training are as follows: 
10 teachers received training at the University of 
Arizona 
4 teachers reoeived training at the Utah Agrioul-
tural College 
2 teaohers reoeived training at the Colorado Agri-
oultural College 
1 teaoher reoeived training at the Xans8s Agrioul-
tural College 
1 teaoher reoeived training at the B.Y.U. of Utah 
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The ten teachers who have received trainIng at 
the University of Arizona would have information about 
conditions in the State which should be able to help them 
to construot vocational curricula for two or four years 
of agrioulture but there is no evidence that they aided 
or influenced the building of agricultural curricula for 
their particular school. 
}lost schools do not have an agricl1lture curricu-
lum. The school subjects vary from required to elective, 
with most schools using minimum state requirements as 
constants. Oollege entrance requl,rements have an effect 
on subjects offered and have no doubt affeoted the build-
ing of vocational curricula. No changes in general 
curricula have been made over a period of years except in 
four instances. A step has been made to offer subjects 
to meet pupil or community needs. Most schools give 
agrioulture as electives. 
there is a difference in the number of years 
that agriculture has been taught on a vooational basis. 
There is a range of from one to seventeen years in the 
establishment of the department. Those sohools giving 
more than two years of agrioultural work differ widely 
in their offerings. This i8also found to be true of 
those sohools offering only the minimum of two years of 
vocational agrioulture. 
The oourses offered and their oontents have a 
direct bearing on school ourricula as well as the purpose 
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for which the courses were offered. The constants in the 
school and the possible electives must be weighed in con-
structing definite curricula. These factors which must 
receive attention are presented in Summary IV, page 30. 
An inspect10n of this information will reveal that the 
majority of schools olaim that they constructed their 
courses to meet the needs of the pupil. Practically one-
fourth of the schools offer courses to meet the college 
or university entrance requirements. Four sohools offer 
courses to meet the community needs. Only one school has 
taken a farm survey as the basis for the course. Over 
half of the schoolS have only two year courses in voca-
tional agriculture. Three sohools have seen fit to 
exceed the minimum requirement by one year. Nearly one-
third give opportunity for four years of vocational 
training in agriculture. Special subjects aside from 
the state plan required subjects are offered as indicated. 
The number of enterprises taken up in any subject vary, 
but the average is not much above what a good instructor 
can cover efficiently. 
Most of the boy's home projects are in the 
enterprises taught. Vocational agriculture is an elec-
tive subject in all but three of the sohools surveyed. 
These three make vocational agriculture a required subject 
This is contrary to all vocational principles. It pre-
cludes any chance of the group being selected. 
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Summary IV.- Informational data as to purpose 
and oontent of courses for vocational education in agri-
culture. 
The purpose of the vocational agricultural course: 
9 schools, to meet the needs of the pupils 
4, to meet the needs of the community 
1, to meet college entrance requirements 
1, based upon a farm survey 
1, based upon the principal's ideas 
The number of years that vocational agriculture is 
offered: 
9 schools, for a years 
3 schools, for 3 years 
5 schools, for 4 years 
The subjeots offered in vooational agricultural 
oourses now being given: 
17 schools, Plant Production and Animal Husbandry 
6, specific instruction in Farm Management 
1, specific instruction in Marketing 
1, instruction in individual enterprises in the 
fourth year 
1, specifio instruction in oitrlculture 
2, speoialized enterprises in the third year 
17, enterprises based upon community needs 
Vocational agrioulture is offered as a subject in: 
14 sohools, as an elective subject 
3, as a required subjeot 
The number of enterprises offered in any subjeot: 
4 is the smallest number 
8 is the largest number 
6 1s the average number 
The percentage of projects oarried in the enter-
prises taught: 
50 percent is the lowest 
100 percent is the greatest 
88 percent is the average 
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The size of the high school as to enrollment is 
one of the most important factors in building ourricula. 
The data gathered upon this subject in the study 
is tabulated in Summ8.%y V. 
Summary V.- Enrollment of 17 high sohools. 
Total pupil enrollment 6655 
Average enrollment 391 
Total enrollment of boys 3248 
Average number of boys in each sohool 191 
Total enrollment of boys in vooational 
agrioulture 451 
Average enrollment of each school in 
vocational agriculture 27 
Peroentage of all boys who are enrolled 
in vocational agriculture 14.1 
Average percentage of those who enter as 
freshmen who graduate 50.4 
Average percentage of high sohool graduates 
who go to oollege 36.2 
Average percentage of vocational students 
who go into farming 54.4 
In order that a basis for oonsidering the 
enrollment in relation to the average high school in the 
state, Summary VI, page 32, is offered which does not in-
clude figures from the Phoenix Union High School. This 
school is so large that it is by no means a typical high 
school. 
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Summary VI.- Enrollment of the sixteen high 
schools, other than Phoenix. 
Total pupil enrollment 
Average enrollment 
Total enrollment of boys 
Average number of boys in each school 
Total enrollment of boys in vooationa1 
agriculture 
Average enrollment of boys in vocational 
agriculture for each school 
Percentage of all boys who are enrolled 
in vocational agriculture 
Average percentage of those who enter as 
freshmen who graduate 
Average percentage of high sohool grad-
uates who go to college 
Average percentage of vocational students 











The average enrollment shows that the size of 
the high sohools in rural communities is not large. The 
total enrollment of boys in these sixteen schools gives 
us an average enrollment of 75, and, as indicated, an 
average of 23 for each sohool enrolled in vocational agri-
oulture. Therefore, we find that we have an average per-
centage of 30.2 of the boys in each of the sixteen high 
schools. It is evident that there is at least one good 
sized class in every high school that can be given train-
ing in vocational agriculture. Summary I, tells us that 
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there are several schools well above this average so we 
may expect them to offer training to more than one agri-
cultural class each year. Summary VI, shows that only 
46 percent of those pupils entering school as freshmen 
graduate. Surely a well defined curriculum of vocational 
education in agriculture would interest some part of the 
54 percent of those pupils who leave school between the 
first and fourth year. It would at least give them an 
opportunity to receive training for farming in their 
community. Since 56.2 percent of those boys in these 
rural communities who take vocational training go into 
the occupation of farming we might judge that a large 
number of the 54 percent would become farmers. 
!he 34.7 percent of graduates who go to college 
includes some of the boys who took vocational agriculture. 
They, in all probability, enter the college of agriculture 
We may conclude from this data that curricula of voca-
tional agriculture can be supported by everyone of the 
seventeen schools and that they will meet a real need. The 
number of boys enrolled justify such curricula. 
In studying the size of the high school for 
which curricula in vocational education are to be con-
structed we must learn if there is an adequate teaching 
staff. Summary I, gives an average of ten teachers for 
each of the sixteen smallest high schools. Every one of 
these schools has on its staff one agricultural teacher. 
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The enrollment in the vocational oourses will determine 
the amount of time he will devote to teaohing vocational 
agriculture. He may have to handle some non-vocational 
subjeots. He should be well prepared in the whole field 
of agriculture as well as in one or two subjeots of the 
academio field. Summary VII, has been prepared to 
summarize this data. 
Summary VII.- Data in reference to classes 
taught and teaching speciality. 
The subjects whioh agrioultural instructors teach: 
11, only vocational agriculture 
7, vooational agriculture and one to three 
non-vooational subjects 
The instructors give as the best non-vooational 
subjects to teaoh: 
14, give the scienoes 
2, give mathematics 
1, gives manual training 
1, gives no opinion 
The subjects in which instructors have speoialized: 




1, Poultry Diseases 
1, Science 
5, did not speoialize in any subjects 
The teachers who speoialized in certain subjeots do 
not neglect the other subjeots in teaching 
vocational agriculture in opinion of seventeen 
high school principals 
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Eleven of the eighteen teachers in the seventeen 
sohools are full-time vooational instructors in agricul-
ture. Seven are responsible for some non-vocational 
subjects. These eighteen teachers feel that the non-
vocational subjects they are best fitted to handle are 
the sciences, mathematics and manual training. The small 
high sohool can use the vocational teacher in these 
subjeots. Thirteen of the vocational teachers are found 
to be specialists in some field of agriculture. Sinoe 
this does not interfere with their doing effioient teaoh-
ing in the entire field it will not affeot the construc-
tion of suitable vooational curricula. 
The kind of ourriculum constructed will be 
influenced by the number of years it covers and in what 
years of the school it will be offered. Summary VIII, 
page 36, gives this information. It is found that 72.2 
peroent of the prinCipals and instructors are of the 
opinion that vooational agrioulture should be given at 
least in the first two years of high school. Since they 
are in a position to know pupil needs their opinions 
should be considered. The turnover of the teachers of 
vocational agriculture may affect the curricula. 
It is found by a study of Summary VIII, page 36, 
that the turnover of teaohers 1s not high when compared 
with that of academic teachers. 
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Summary VIII.- Showing the years in which agri-
culture should be taught and the teacher tenure. 
Principals' and instructors' opinion as to where 
vocational agriculture should be offered: 
13, first and seoond year where a years are 
offered 
4, third and fourth year where a years are 
offered 
The number of different teachers employed since the 
department has been established: 
4, schools, 1 teacher 
4, schools, 2 teachers 
5, schools, 3 te~chers 
3, sohools, 4 teachers 
1, school, 5 teachers 
1, school, 6 teachers 
This summary also shows the number of different 
teaohers in the departments since they were established. 
It also indicates a degree of permanenoy. It oan be con-
cluded that the curricula will not be affected by the 
teachers changing often and that the curricula can begin 
with the first year of school. 
The opinion of principals and instructors regard-
ing raising the two year minimum of vocational agriculture 
as now required must be given consideration. Ten are of 
the opinion that it should not be increased by requirements 
but by needs and choice. Curricula oovering four years can 
be constructed, however, and the option of offering that 
part above two years left with the school. 
The number of classes taught daily, as well as 
the number of minutes devoted to teaChing daily, bears a 
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relation to the curricula. The time for preparation and 
supervision must be taken into account. Summary IX, 
records this data. The State plan requires that each 
. class must meet five times per week for a minimum of 
ninety minutes daily. 
Summary IX.- Data concerning the length of class 
periods, number of classes, number of minutes devoted to 
teaching daily, time for preparation and supervision. 
The length of class periods in schools: 
15 have regular olass periods of 45 minutes 
15 have vooational periods of 90 minutes 
2 have regular olass periods of 60 minutes 
2 have vocational periods of 120 minutes 
The number of agriculture classes taught dally by 
instructors: 
8 teach 3 classes 
7 teach 2 classes 
3 teaoh 1 class 
The time that is devoted to agricultural classroom 
teaching daily: 
8 teachers, 270 minutes 
1 teaoher, 240 minutes 
6 teaohers, 180 minutes 
3 teachers, 90 minutes 
The time devoted to preparation during school hours: 
2 teachers, 180 minutes daily 
13 teachers, 90 minutes daily 
1 teacher, 45 minutes daily 
1 teacher, 0 minutes daily 
The time devoted to supervision outside school hours: 
5 teachers, 120 minutes daily 
4 teachers, 90 minutes daily 
2 teachers, 60 minutes daily 
1 teacher, 30 minutes' daily 
1 teacher, 0 minutes daily 
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Since fifteen sohools have regular forty-five 
minute periods and two have sixty minute periods this is 
all that will be considered, regarding the length of olass 
periods, in oonstruoting curricula. 
Fifteen teachers meet two or more classes daily. 
Eight teachers have three olasses daily whioh indioates 
three years of agrioulture, so the curricula will extend 
to at least the third year. 
The number of minutes that the teaoher devotes 
to vooational teaohing daily varies with the olass period. 
The minimum is ninety minutes and the maximum 270 minutes. 
Ample time is provided for giving the student effioient 
training in curriculum content where the number of enter-
prises is not too great. 
As shown in Summary I, seventeen teaohers are 
responsible for extra-ourricular activities. All of them 
are responsible for F.F.A. activities; ten are responsible 
for F.F.A. and one or more other extra-curricular aotivi-
ties. 
Too many extra-currioular aotivities may mean 
ineffioient teaohing. Ten of the teaohers offer follow-
up supervision to boys who have oompleted the two year 
minimum. This would indioate that funotioning curricula 
if followed for only two years would enrich the vooational 
opportunities of the farm boys. 
The difficulties, if any, for maintaining the 
present two year minimum of vooational agriculture should 
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be given some thought in presenting curricula. '!'he l1mi t-
ing faotors for offering a three or four rear ourricula 
must be considered also. These factors as presented, 
found by the survey, are tabulated in Summary X. 
Summary X.- Factors in maintaining the present 
department and in offering four years of agriculture. 
The limiting factors in maintaining the present In-
instruction in vocational agrioulture as given 
by principals: 
2 gave the type of farming in the oommunity 
4, the small enrollment of agrioultural olasses 
1, the lack of its need in the community 
1, the requirement of home projects 
1, the community's attitude 
1, the cost of maintaining the department 
1, the difficulty of arranging the sohedule 
S, had no diffioulties 
The faotors to be considered in offering four years 
instruotion of vocational agriculture as given 
by principals: 
2 gave the pupils' time as too crowded 
7, the enrollment as too small to warrant 
1, the equipment as too limited 
1, the attitude of the community as unfavorable 
1, the laok of a definite currioulum 
1, the sixty minute periods do not &110W the 
pupils enough ttme for required subjectB 
4, the college entranoe requirements 
1, the finances as too limited and the demand 
not great enough 
1, would have no difficulties 
L~iting faotors for maintaining present depart-
ments are suoh that improved curricula in vocational educa-
tion in agriculture can "0irtually eliminate them. Such a 
ourriculum should improve the type of farming, increase 
enrollment, lower costs, change the community's attitude, 
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prove the value of the projeot method of instruotion, and 
prove a need for vooational education in agrioulture. 
Opposing faotors whioh must be oonsidered in proposing a 
four year course of vooational agriculture can easily be 
overoome. Currioula oan be offered whioh will give pupils 
time to take all sUbjeots outlined. Enrollment oan be 
inoreased thru vitalizing courses. Equipment is not a 
vital faotor. Schedules can be made to conform to the 
sixty minute period altho it 1s fast disappearing. State 
and Federal aid will help finanoe the additional years of 
vooational eduoation. Regular oourses oan be oonstructed 
and offered. 
Sixteen of the seventeen superintendents feel 
that foreign language is not essential for efficient 
training in vocational agriculture. One superintendent, 
however, thinks that, in Arizona, Spanish is essential. 
The I. Q. of vocational pupils was also studied. 
Ten superintendents and principals give the I.Q. of agri-
cultural pupils as average as compared to the school as a 
whole. Two superintendents and prinoipals give the I.Q. 
of agrioultural pupils as below the average for the sohool 
as a whole. 
rive superintendents and principals give the 
I. Q. of vocational pupils as above the average for the 
sohool as a whole. 
It is evident that most students in vooational 
agrioulture have an I. Q. which is equal to or above that 
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of the average high sohool pupil. This w111 be taken into 
account in oonstructing curricula. 
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CHAPTIR IV 
DETERMINING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR FORMULATING CURRI-
CULA OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE 
Minor problem (b) concerning guiding princtplea 
for formulating curricula which will provide for vooation-
al education in agriculture in the secondary schools in-
volves a study of the opinions of recognized authorities 
upon the subjeot. Excerpts have been gathered giving 
views and opinions upon these principles. 
The terms used by specialists, non-specialists, 
teachers and layman in disoussing curriculum construction 
are so varied in their meanings that It wl11 be well to 
define with more or less clearness the meaning implied by 
certain terms in this theSis. 
In beginning it is well that -Education- be 
clearly understooa; according to Webster, 
DEducate v. t. To bring up & ohild physically or 
mentally; to lead forth, to brlng up; to develop 
phYSically, to rear; to develop and cultivate men-
tally or morally; to expand, strengthen and discip-
line, as the mind, a faculty. Education n. Aot or 
process of educating; the impartation or aoquisition 
of knowledge, skill, or discipline of character; 
also the act of training by a pre8cribed or custo-
mary course of study or discipline.-
Herbert Spencer says, 'To prepare us for complete 
living 1s the function which education has to dis-
charge.-
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Again as to the meaning of ·vooation- and 
-vooational.-
'Vooation n. A calling; a summons; a calling to 
a partioular state, business, or profession. Vooa-
tional school, curricula, course or type of educa-
tion, the main purpose of which is to provide train-
ing for the ocoupatlons or vooations whether in the 
trades, agriculture or the professlons.-
On these understandings we may say then that 
Vocational Education in Agriculture, is bringing up an 
individual, developing him physically, mentally, mora.lly; 
to strengthen, cultivate and expand his mind and faculty 
in such a manner that he can be more efficient in his 
calling or occupation as an agriculturist. Various 
writers in the field of vocational education have written 
on the subject as applied to agrioulture. 
We find in -Supervision of Vocational Education-
by Wright and Allen under the title -Basio Prinoiples of 
Vooational Eduoation": 
·Out of the experience obtained up to date has come 
a very general agreement among vooational educators 
as to certain basic prInoiples or standards which 
must be maintained if any program of vocational 
education 1s to be socially and eoonomioally effi-
cient.- • 
These basic prinoiples have been phrased in 
various ways by various people but, however stated, they 
have embodied essentially the following ideas: 
• Wright and Allen, Supervision of Voo.Ed. p. 29-30. 
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The Basio Prinoiples of Vooational Education· 
1. Instruotion in order to be effective with voca-
tional students must be given to seleoted groups. 
a. The subjeot matter to be taught must be auoh as 
direotly functions in the work for which the 
pupil 1s being trained. 
3. Instruotors must have been oooupationally ~rained 
in the trade or oooupation they are to teaoh. 
4. Individual instruotion should be given whenever 
necessary to the progress of any member of the 
group_ 
S. Each individual member of the group should be 
permitted to progress as rapidly as his or her 
ability will permit, and promotions should be 
made at any time on the basis of ability to do 
the work required. 
6. Effective training for work can best be given 
on a real job. 
7. All subjeot-matter and training should be arrang-
ed in the most effeotive instruotional order of 
difficul ty • 
8. !he pupil while being trained should be plaoed 
in an oooupational atmosphere and environment. 
9. The instruotion and training should be based upon 
prevailing oocupational standards. 
10. Repetitive training in the various operations 
should be given such as will enable the learner 
to begin work as an economic asset rather than 
as an economic liability to his employer. 
Here we have prinoiples set up to cover the 
whole field of vooational education. These, however, are 
readily transferred to the field of vooational eduoation 
in agriculture. These prinoiples applied to a curriculum 
• Wright and Allen, Supervision of Voc.Ed. p. 29-30. 
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of instruotion, limit that currioulum to a vooational 
basis, and so give US a very clear oonoeption of the type 
of education necessary. 
G. A. Schmidt in his late book, Effioienoy in 
Vooational Eduoation, disoourses as follows: 
-All leading educators today renognize the faot that 
there is a place for vocational training in any com-
plete system of eduoation.- More than that, practi-
cally all leading eduoators of today make vocational 
training one of the major objeotives of eduoation. 
It is a generally aooepted fact that one is not 
educated if he cannot successfully follow a useful 
occupation. --- Vocational education in agrioulture 
is any training of less than college grade the 
specific purpose of which is to equip persons over 
fourteen years of age for the effective pursuit of 
farming. - • 
In hIs book, New Methods in Teaching Vocational 
Agriculture, Professor Schmidt states: 
-Eduoation 1s an attempt to modify an individual 
according to chosen aims and ideals of the parti-
cular society in which he lives. Education is an 
attempt ~o fit an individual to meet the individual 
sooial, civic, and eoonomic demands of the sooiety 
of which he is to become a member. A normal indivi-
dual is entitled to receive, as his birthright, an 
education which will enable him to meet the demands 
his SOCiety is going to impose upon him. In other 
words; the individual plus eduoation must equal 
ability to meet the demands of society. The demands 
of our society require that: 
1. The body, mind and moral charaoter of an 
individual be developed to the fullest 
capaoity as determined by all underlying 
faotors. 
3. The oivio and sooial training be sufficient 
to enable the individual to meet all civic 
and social responsibilities. 
• Schmidt, G. A., Effioienoy in Voc. Ed. p. 33. 
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3. !he economic capaoities be so developed that 
the individual oan earn a respectable living 
and provide for those who are dependent upon 
him. 
All of these phases in education of an individual 
should be so ooordinated that, when the individual 
is eduoated, he has the ability. to meet all the 
demands of the society in which he lives." • 
The above excerpts are from works of reoognized 
authorities in vocational education. 
By a careful study of their interpretations or 
ideas of vocational education as advanoed, we will find 
that in most particulars they agree. It means that men 
who have given time, thought, and study to the problem of 
vocational education, have found some fundamental prin-
ciples which, while stated in different ways, may be co-
ordinated and summarized. The following may represent 
such a coordination of ideas and be adopted as the prin-
ciples of vocational education: 
First While in the past there has been a prevailing 
opinion that there were two separate and dis-
tinot types of education, cultural and voca-
tional, this idea is being replaced with the 
idea that there is one type of education that 
is both cultural and vocational, and must be 
so to be effective and real education. 
Second That education must fit for living whole 
~ounded out lives in cooperation with our 
fellow men, contributing our share to human 
welfare. 
Third It must so fit a man that he can make an in-
telligent and adequate living to maintain 
himself and those dependent upon him, in the 
society of which he is a part. 
• Schmidt, G. A., New Methods in Teaohing VOc. 
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Fourth It must develop habits of moral character, 
habits of living happily in our environment. 
Fifth It must so fit an individual that he can 
get satisfaction from his occupations, and 
be in a position to partake of and enjoy 
the time not spent in actual pursuit of that 
occupation. 
Sixth It must so train that an individual will not 
need to apply all his vitality, energy and 
effort to a montonous grInd of making a 
living to a detriment of health, happiness 
and leisure. 
Seventh It must develop skills, habits, knowledge, 
interests, aptitudes, abilities, ideals, and 
appreciations in a primary occupation so 
that a useful , adequate, purposeful, and 
gainful vocation may be profitably followed. 
I believe nothing will be found in the excerpts 
contradictory to these seven principles underlying voca-
tional education. One or more statements might be added 
such as: 
(a) That vocational education should begin in the 
secondary schools. 
(b) That public schools are recognizing the posi-
bilities of broadening their curriculum by add-
ing courses leading to a more rounded prepara-
tion for life. 
(c) That any particular course of study in vocation-
al education must be offered to a selected group 
or groups if the work is to be effective. 
Transferring these principles to a specific type 
of vocational education in agriculture, we can construct 
curricula for a public school of secondary grade for a 
selected group of students who are to follow the vocation 
of farming or agriculture. The curriculum, the course of 
study, and the subject matter must be the instruments 
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employed to educate the individuals of the group so that 
they may continue to progress thru reading and studying, 
so that they may aoquire those attributes which a success-
ful farmer must have for the society in which he moves. 
These attributes must be developed by the individuals so 
that they will have an intelligent idea of their civic 
and community duties and the ability to participate in 
the affairs pertaining to them; so that they can conserve 
their health for further performance of those tasks 
managerial, mental, and physioal that their occupations 
demand of them for success. 
The summarization of the fundamental principles 
as translated into the meaning of ·Vocational Education-
is not incompatible with policies of the Federal Board 
for the Control of Vocational Eduoation. Referring to 
pages 63 and 64, under the title -Text of the Vooational 
Education Act," we find B on agricultural eduoation 
beginning with: 
-(d) That education shall be that which is under 
public supervision or control. 
(e) That the controlling purpose of the education 
1s to fit for useful employment. 
(f) That eduoation shall be less than college grade. 
(g) That eduoation be designed to meet the needs of 
pe~sons over 14 years of age, who have entered 
upon or are preparing to enter upon the work of 
the farm or of the farm home. 
(j) That such schools shall provide for directed or 
supervised practice in agriculture, either on 
a farm provided for by the sohool or other farm, 
for at least six months per year.-
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These are the guiding prinoiples which will be 
observed in formulating funotioning currioula for vooa-




BASIS FOR DETERMINING WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT 
IN THE RURAL HIGH SCHOOL 
1. Composition of student population as to 
sooial, economic and mental status. Analysis of pupils 
abilities, pupil goals, previous preparation, predominant 
pupil interests and anticipated careers; i.e., practical, 
social, and industrial needs of the majority of pupils in 
a particular community. Especially 1s oomprehensive 
examination of pupils neoessary if the principal of the 
small high sohool is new to the district. 
2. Community needs based on occupational and 
educational surveys of looal oommunity. 
3. Analysis of what oonstitutes high grade 
current living by adolesoents in small oommunities. 
4. Analysis of oitizenship needs, 1.e., the 
funotional duties of oitizens; general cultural needs--
the personal needs of the typical man or woman living in 
an aotive cultured community. Social objeotives of educa-
tion, health, social efficienoy and worthy use of leisure. 
5. Number, ability and qualifioations of 
teaohers. 
6. Available equipment and looal resources. 
7. State and federal requirements for aocredit-
lng. 
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8. Minimum requirements for matriculation in the 
college attracting the largest number of students. 
9. Opinions of authorities or experts in the field 
for which the oourse of study is constructed. 
Professors of seoondary education generally 
agree that oollege entrance requirements exercise more 
influence on the small high school than any other single 
feature. The requirements of college are definite. It 
1s far easier to meet them and thereby serve the compara-
tive few who will go to college than it is to formulate 
a curriculum which will meet the needs of the majority 
who are not college bound. 
Suggested Improvements for Vocational Program 
in Agriculture 
Superintendents and teaohers suggest the follow-
ing as means of improving the vooationa1 agriculture pro-
gram: 
5 - add 1 to 2 years to present course 
3 - standardize state course of study 
1 - offer more praotical course 
1 - offer a regular presented course 
2 - plan for a better teaoher supervision 
1 - plan a oourse to better fit the needs 
3 - make no suggestions 
!he suggestions made for improving the vocation-
al eduoation program in agrioulture are taken into con-
sideration in the building of curricula in the next 
chapter. 
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The Oonstruoted CUrrioula 
In oonsideration of the aims, guiding princi-
ples, needs, information and facts as developed in this 
study it is evident that two curricula, one a college 
preparatory and one purely vocational, oan be offered in 
vooational eduoation in agriculture in the secondary 
sohools which are situated in agrioultural oommunities 
of Arizona. These proposed currioula meet State and 
Federal requirements. 
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The Constructed Currioula 
VOO. !gr. College Prep. Vocational Agrioulture 
This oourse qualifies This course leads to 
students for college entran- I immediate occupation and 1s 
ce and is reoommended for 'recommended for boys who 
boys who expect to attend an' wish to prepare for general 
agricultural college to be- , or specialized farming. 
come agricultural teachers, I Students may speoialize in 
extension specialists, re- livestook, dairy, poultry, 
search men, farm managers, orops, fruits, vegetables, 
or marketing specialists. landsoape gardening, flori-
Projects are required oulture, or farm mechanios. 
in all agricultural subjects' Working capital is accu-




*45 English I and II 











1-2 *45 English I 1-2 
1-2' 90 Livestook Produo-
tion or 
Plant Produotion 1-2 
1-2 ' *45 Phys.Education or 
Military Training 1-2 





Algebra I and II 
Bookkeeping, Glee Club 
Sophomore Year 
·45 English III and IV 1-2 • *45 English II 1-2 
*45 Geometry I and II 1-2 • *45 Biology I 1-2 
90 Plant Production or '90 Plant Production or 
Livestock Production 1-2 I Livestook Production:1.-2 
·45 Military Training or I *45 Military Training or 
Phys. Education 1-2 • Phys. Eduoation 1-2 
Eleotives: One Kajor f Electives: One Kajor 
Biology, PhYSiology Adv. Animal Production 
Agricultural elective Specialized Horticulture 
Publio Speaking World History 
Typing Geometry I and II 
World History Public Speaking 
Ancient History Typing 
Semester 
*45 Eng11sh V and VI 
*45 American History 



















*45 English III 







*45 Military Training 
or 
Phys. Education 1-2 
Electives: One Kajor 
Speoialized Horticultur 




Introduction to Busines 
Senior Year 





*45 Oivics 1 
Economics 
*45 Foreign Language 
90 Farm )[anagemen t and 
llarketing 








90 Farm Management and 
Marketing 1-2 
*45 Phys. Education or 
Military Training 1-2 







* Constants (required subjects). 




COURSE COITERT FOR ARIZONA HIGH SCHOOLS 
The possible content of a course in vocational 
education in agriculture for two years in a junior high 
school or a senior high school, and a four year course in 
a senior high school is outlined in this ohapter. 
The oourse of study is somewhat set out in the 
mandatory provision of the Federal Act known as the 
·Smith-Hughes Act" and in the State Plan as written for 
the five year period beginning July 1, 1927. Neither the 
Federal Act or the State Plan will be quoted as the pro-
visions are in printed form and are available to those 
interested. 
Oourse of Study 
The course of study offered in vocational agri-
culture shall be for not less than one school year of 
nine months and make provision for a minimum of six months 
of supervised practice, inoluding project work, which 
meets the approval of the State Board for Vocational 
Education. There should be not less than ninety minutes 
of actual instruction in agrioulture at the school and not 
less than an average of ninety minutes per day of super-
vised praotioal work done at home. This does not mean 
that the teaoher will actually be present to supervise 
the practioal work ninety minutes eaoh day but eaoh pupil 
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shall spend on an average of ninety minutes per day on 
the practical work. It 1s not necessary that agricultural 
instruotion and practical work be given at the same time. 
In any case, a minimum of six months supervised practioe 
work 1s required. The time which is set aside each day 
for instruction in agrioulture should be a unit. Where 
pOSSible, it is suggested that the ninety minute period 
be given at the beginning or end of a school session or 
be preceded or suoceeded by a vacant period in order that 
pupils may be allowed additional time for field trips 
without interferr1ngwith the school program. In no case, 
however, should a unit period of instruotion for anyone 
day be less than ninety minutes. The course of study so 
far as instruotion is oonoerned should be continuous 
thruout the year rather than divided up into terms. 
In a regular Smith-Hughes Vocational Agrioulture 
course,farm shap work and farm mechanics is part of the 
subject matter of the oourse and is not a separate course, 
and must be taken by those enrolled in the agricultural 
class, taking a prescribed oourse. The farm shop work, 
including also repair of farm maohinery, motors and trao-
tors, should not ocouPY more than forty percent of the 
time devoted to school work in Vooational Agrioulture, or 
two unit periods per week, as the case may be. 
The oontent of courses will vary aocording to 
the type of agrioulture in the oommunity and with the 
agrioultural conditions of the state. Four-year oourses, 
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however, should always include some instruotion in the 
various fields of agrioulture even tho emphasis is laid 
upon one or more particular fields. 
All schools expecting reimbursement for salaries 
of instructors in departments of Vocational Agriculture 
must provide for a minimum of two years of instruction. 
The subject matter shall consist of: First year, Plant 
Production; second year', Livestock Production. The con-
tent of the courses shall be based on the immediate needs 
of the pupils in the oommunity with the future possible 
needs being given due consideration. 
Two days of instruction in farm shop per week 
must be provided in practical farm jobs relating to the 
subjeot matter being given in each of the respeotive 
courses. A minimum of 450 minutes per week of instruction 
must be provided for or 90 minutes of continuous instruo-
tion to the same group for five times a week. 
Each pupil must carry on a home project and do 
the equivalent of 90 minutes supervised practice per day 
of practical vocational wmrk. 
Provision must be made for at least six months 
supervision of these projects by the instructor. The agri-
culture teacher has besides the responsibility of the 
class room the responsibility of teaohing each student on 
the farm. He is also responsible for the leadership in 
farm community enterprises. The School Board should pro-
vide funds to meet the expenses of the instructor's trans-
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portation in dOing this supervision; this must not be less 
than t300.00 per year. 
Additional instruction in a third and fourth 
year of Vooational Agriculture may be offered when condi-
tions are favorable and when the community demands .arran~ 
the maintenance of such oourses. 
A minimum of ninety minutes daily five times per 
week for not less than nine months olass room instruction 
and the equivalent of ninety minutes daily of supervised 
practice shall constitute the year's course, with the 
addition of supervision by the agrioultural instructor 
during the non-school months. 
The following shall constitute a vooational 
oourse whioh provides that a pupil may take such a course 
and at the same time make enough units in those aoademic 
subjects to graduate from the high school and enter the 
state university as provided for in curriculum number one 
or he may elect curriculum number two and receive more 
training in agriculture. 
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Farm Shop Work and 
Farm Meohanics 
Required non-vooational-







Farm Shop Work and 
Farm Mechanios 
Required non-vocational 
subjects 2 to 3 units 
Electives 
First and second year courses may be reversed 
if local oonditions justify and the change is approved by 
the State Supervisor of Agricultural Eduoation. 
While 90 minutes of instruction is the minimum 
required by Federal regulations, it is recommended that 
for maximum results 135 minutes to 180 minutes be devoted 
to agricultural instruction by the pupil. 
The farm shop work should be such as to train 
pupils in proper oare and use of tools and materials, 
interpreting plans, construoting, and repairing. The con-
struction work should be mainly of wood. The work in iron 
should be mainly that of repairing. There should also be 
work in soldering, plumbing, painting, gas engine repairs, 
rope splioing, belt lacing, harness repair and ooncrete. 
The second year's work should be a continuation 
of the first, dOing such work as would oome to the ordinar 
- Note: The non-vocational subjects taught shall be 
determined by the local school in accord with the ourricu1 
adopted. The amount of oredit units given for & vocation-
al course shall be determined by the local school. 
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fa~ shop. The farm shop work should be taught only as it 
relates to vocational agriculture and to the subject matte] 
being taught during the school term. 
During the las~ year of the three year or four 
year course, the mechanics work may be replaced by courses 
in sociolo~ and eoonomics which are planned with special 
reference to farm life and farm problems. The non-voca-
tional school time of the pupil may be given to the study 
of English, civiCS, history, mathematios, soienoe, or suoh 
other subjeots as may in the opinion of the local school 
authorities promote the general eduoation of the students. 
50 Federal reimbursement is given for teaching non-voca-
tional work. 
The work given in vocational agriculture is, in 
the opinion of the State Board for Vocational Education, 
worth just as muoh school credit as the non-vocational 
work given during an equal amount of school time. The 
matter of addItional credit for project work is a matter 
to be determined by the local sohool authorities. It 
should be understood, however, that the project work is an 
essential part of the vocational work and that credit for 
agricultural work should not be allowed until the project 
is satisfaotorily oompleted. 
Three years of agriculture may be given, the 
first two years as outlined, the third year to be selected 
according to specialized needs of the community. 
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A fourth year may profitably be offered as in-
tensified instruotion in agrioulture on speoialized enter-





The following is an outline showing the distri-
bution of oredits oovering those subjects required for 
graduation over a two, three, and four year period as 
based upon the mmnimum requirements adopted by the State 
Board of Education. 
SUBJEOTS AND OREDITS 
2 lr.:eros- 3 lr.;erog. 4 lr.:erog. 
Vocational Agriculture 2 units 4 units 6 units 
English 3 .. 3 • 3 .. 







b. Oivics-- Const. 
o. Economics 
lIathematics 2 • 2 • 2 .. 
Laboratory Science 1 II 1 • 1 • 
Physical Education 2 • 2 .. 2 • 
Eleotives 4 II 2 .. 
'r 0 tal 16 .. 16 .. 16 .. 
UMinimum High School Course adopted by the State 
Board of Eduoation 
Karch 30, 1926· 
3 years English 
2 years Mathematics 
2 years Sooial Scienoe 
1 year American History 
t year Civics-- to oover the Oonstitutions 
t year of other Sooial Science 
1 year Laboratory Science 
2 years Physical Education 
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The large majority of pupils who elect vooa-
tional agriculture and oontinue in sohool aboTe high sohoo 
w111 enter the State Oollege of Agriculture. In view of 




















Those pupils who do 
not intend to prepare 
for college entranoe 
should oonfine their 
non-vocational work 




There are two types of secondary schools in 
Arizona that are now offering courses in vocational agri-
oulture. The first is the junior high school, when in-
struction begins with the seventh grade and terminates 
with the completion of the ninth grade. The second is 
the regular four year senior high sohool. 
Oourses of study whioh follow on pages 83 and 
64 have been outlined for each year of the junior high 
sohool and each year of the four year senior high school. 
The course of study will be the same for the first three 
years in each type of secondary school. In the junior 
high school instruotion may begin in the seventh or the 
eighth grade. Two years of vooational agriculture are 
required-as a minimum by the State Board of Education. 
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR THE JUNIOR HIGH SOHOOL 
Seventh Grade Eighth Grade Ninth Grade 
First Year Second Year Third Year 
Agrioulture 'Agriculture 'Agrioulture 
a. Plant Produotion • a. Livestock Pro-' a. Speoialized 
Important oommun- t duotion • Enterprises 
ity Enterprises Important oom-' Based upon 
b. Farm Shop Work and' mun1ty Enter- • pupils pro-
Farm Mechanics.' prises. I ject and 
I b. Farm Shop Work' important 
, and Farm Kec- , oommunity 
t han1os. • enterprises. 
• b. Special Farm 
t Shop Work 
, t and Farm. 
t 'Meohanios 
• • as needed. 
t 
Hote: The subjeots What is true The speoia1-
shall be based upon a of the first year' ized enterpr1s-
Community survey. The is true of the 'es w111 be de-
needs of the pupils f second year as to' termined by the 
will be met by se1eo- • subjects offered.' individual need 
ting those enterpris- , rather than the 
es and enterprise t group needs. 
units that will give • this 1s also 
them instruction to t true of the Fa 
fulfill the aims and t shop work and 
objeotives set up for • • farm meohanics. 
the particular oourses t , 
The farm meohanios • 
is related to the the • 
agricul ture enter- I Same as for 
prises and the oontent' first year 
of the course will be • 
determined by the ' 
needs in the oommunity' 
t 
Three days of in-
struotion needed in 
Plant Produotion, two, Same as for 
days in Farm Shop Work. first year 
and Farm Meohanios 







Same a.s for 
first year 
Same as for 
first year 
The aca4emio subjeots are supplied by the school 
authorities; some required, some elective, aocording to 
currioula adopted. 
Note: Due to the vocational minimum age of 14 
rears it may not be possible to offer voo. ed. in agr. in 
the seventh or even in the eiihth ilade, in whiCb 
advanced years are dropped. 
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR THREE OR FOUR YEAR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 




, Second Year, Third Year , Fourth Year 
,Agriculture ,Agriculture ,Agrioulture 





, produotion' zed Enter, agement. 
, Important' pris8s t b. Agrioul-
Communi ty' ba.sed up- t tural Eo-
Enterprises on pupils' anomios 




b. Farm Shopt' projeots' instead 
work and' and impo-' of Farm 
Farm Meoh-' rtant com~ Shop work 




b. Special I 
Farm Shop' 
work and ~ 
Farm Meoh..L 
anics as , 
needed • , 
Note: The sub- What is The speo-' Short 
jects shall be ' true of the 'ialized enter' Units may be 
based upon a 'first year is'prises will 'offered in: 
Acoounting, 
Marketing, 
community sur- , true of the 'be determined' 
vey. The Needs seoond year 'by the indi-
of the pupils as to sub- 'vidual needs 
will be met by , jects offer- 'rather than , Budgeting of time and fi-
nances, Com-
mercial Law, 
selecting , ed. 'the group 
those enter- 'needs. This 
prises and en- , 'is also true t 
terprlse units ' 'of the Farm ' 
that will give I 'Shop Work and' 
them instruo- 'Farm Mechan- , 
tion to ful- tics. 
fill the aims 
and objectives ' 





related to the , 
agriculture en-I Same as for 
terprises and I first year 
the content of , 
the oourse will • 
be determined , 
by the needs in' 
the community 
Same as for 
first year ' 
as need 
arises. 
The aoademic subjects followed as required by State or 




Oomparison of Sohool Schedules 
Eleven of the seventeen sohools surveyed had 
printed forms showing subjects offered. These were in 
such varied arrangements that comparison was rather diffi-
oult. The study, however, reveals the following practioes 
to prevail. Five sohools had printed schedules showing 
the number of periods in the sohool day, the time for eaoh 
period, the subjeot offered in various periods in eaoh· 
sohool year and the teachers of the subjects. 
Four of these sohedules gave the number of the 
period in the left hand oolumn, e.g., I, II, III, IV, etc. , 
using either Roman or Arabic numerals. The next oolumn to 
the right gave the time of the period, e.g., 9:00 to 9:45. 
The suooeeding oolumns to the right gave the subjeot, 
study hall, home room groups, extra-currioula aotivities, 
or vaoant periods for each teaoher whose name appeared at 
the head of the oolumn. The number of oolumns depended 
upon the number of teachers employed in the system. 
One sohool had the schedule with the teachers 
shown in the left hand oolumn. The SUbjects taught by 
eaoh were given, reading across from left to right in the 
period column. The periods appeared in columns across 
the top with the time of each period shown directly 
beneath. 
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Four schools had definite curricula. The 
majority of these showed three: Collegiate, commercial and 
a third course designated as vooational, general, practical 
or agricultural. 
The*e four schools gave the name of the course 
and the subjects required in eaoh year of the oourse. The 
number of units of possible electives were given in each 
year. The electives were any of the subjects in the other 
two curricula offered. 
In most sohools the agricultural course is 
eleotive; one or two sohools as shown in Summary I, page 
22, require the course of all freshmen and sophomore boys. 
Three schools simply printed the subjects avail-
able in each of the four years stating whether the subject 
was required or elective. The hour at which the subject 
was given, and the name of teacher were not shown. 
The comparison shows that there is a decided 
need for guiding functioning school schedules showing the 
place of the vocational oourse in agriculture in eaoh. 
Slnce all of the sohools devote a double period 
to vocational agriculture, whether the regular period is 
45 minutes long or 60 minutes long, the following schedules 
which are offered as guides w111 observe this praotice. 
The majority of schools that would use these 
schedules are small high schools with a limited number of 
teachers,hence, only one system wl11 be used. This sys-
tem is patterned after the 'Master Schedule" as given in 
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Puckettts· book. The factors controlling schedule-making 
as given in the same book·· are considered in constructing 
the schedules offered in this thesis. 
Constructing School Schedules of Recitations 
Functioning school schedules are vitally impor-
tant if the curricula and course of study are to be pre-
sented in an orderly organized way. KinoI' problem number 
six was to construct funotioning school schedules which 
will provide for the teaching of vocational agriculture 
in the secondary schools of Arizona and which will meet 
the requirements of the State Plan for the administration 
of vooational education. 
Combinations of schedules are too numerous to 
persent in this study so the following type schedules are 
offered. 
·Puckett, R. C. Making High School Schedules of 
Recitations. p.150. 
··Puckett, R. O. Making High School Schedules of 
Recitations. pp. 89-106. 
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SCHEDULE 10. 1 
Sohool Sohedule of Recitations: 45 Kinute Periods 
Periods I : II I III I It , , V 
, 
VI ' • VII' VIII 
'9:00' 9:45'10:30'11:15' 
Teacher '9:45'10:30'11:15'12:00' 
1:00' 1:45' 2:30' 3:15 
1:45' 2:30' 3:15' 4:00 
i , , I I , • I 
!gr. , t ,Lab S, ,Agr l,or ,Vaca t Vacant 
Ap:r II t nt Teacher ,Aoad, Acad IV, ,AIt 
, lis th .)(a, th If 
• I ,II • i 
Frgn I Eng I Frgn , Eng 
'Eng , I 'Lg III III I Lg IV 
f PEP E 
• II I 
• t I 
• • 
I , Civ. ' IV 
SCHEDULE NO. II 
'Am BE' 
, III ' 
Sohoo1 Schedule of Recitations: 60 Minute Periods 
Periods 
, I II III • IV V . t VI • , 
9:00 10:00' 11:00' 1:00 • 2:00 3:00 
Teaoher 10:00 11:00' 12:00' 2:00 f 3:00 4:00 
Agr. ' . , f , I f ,Lab.Sc, • ,Agr. • or Teaoher Acad • IV , , Vaoant.Alt. Agr • II 
• ,Kath I :lIath I~ 
, I ,Frgn • I Frgn I ,Eng II Eng I 'Lg III , Lg IV f Eng III 





• P E II ' PEl , PEl, • P E II 
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SOHEDULE BO. III 
School Schedules of Reoitation: 45 Minute Periods 
I f II 
, 




VII: VIII -Periods , I I I I I I I 
1 9:00' 9:00'10:30'11:15' 1:00' 1:45' 2:30' 3:15 
Teacher I 9:45'10:30'11:15'12:00' 1:45' 2:30' 3:15' 4:00 
• t , , i I i i Agr. • .Ag III ,Vac- ,Vaa- , Agr , Agr • Agr • Agr Teacher. or Alt IV I ant I ant I I I I I II t II 
, Jla.th' Kath' I 
, t , I , I , II , • t t , • , i , i I • , , , Eng , Eng t , t Eng , t , 
I II I I I I I III I ! , , , 'Frgn 'Frgn , t t , , t 'Lg!II'Lg IV' t • , 
i i f , i t t t 
t , , I t PE , I PE I 
• • • • • II • I I I 
t , • ,Civic, , A H. , , • , , IV • , lIlt , 
I , Lab Se • , t I I , , t IV I t , , • 
SCHEDULE 1'0. IV 
School Sohedules of Recita.tion: SO Jinute Periods 
, , , 1 t f 
Periods I II t III IV , V , VI 
.' 
t • 
9:00 • 10:00 I 11:00 1:00 
, 
2:00 • 3:00 • , Teacher 10:00 I 11:00 t 12:00 2:00 , 3:00 t 4:00 t t 
• t • , , .&gr. Agr Agr , Agr III or I Agr , Agr , 
Teacher' II • II 
, Alt Agr IV t I , I 
• , lIath • Jlath f 
, 
I , 
I I II t 
, 
I I I 
• Eng • Eng r 
, Eng t , , , II • I ' , t III t 
I • • • Frgn • Frgn I t • t Lg IV' Lg III t 
f 
, 
• • • , P E P E , 
f 
, , , I , II I 
• Am His Oivics' t I , , III t IV t t , I 
I 
, • i • Lab Sc t 
t • I t I IV , 
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Sohedule I and II, page 68, are suitable for 
small sohools offering only two years of vocational agri-
culture and find it necessary to alternate the first and 
second year. The half-time vocational teacher must have 
all of his vocational time in one-half day of sohool 
either in the morning or in the afternoon. Electives are 
offered so as not to confliot with required subjeots. 
These same schedules may be used when only two years of 
vocational agr1culture are offered in the same school 
year, then the seoond year is given in the seventh and 
eighth periods marked vaoant for the agricultural teacher. 
First and second year agriculture may be in the first, 
second, third and fourth periods if conditions warrant. 
Schedules III and IV, page 69, are for schools 
offering three or four years of vocational agriculture. 
When four years are given it is necessary to alternate the 
third and fourth year as shown in the first and second 
periods. Sixteen of the schools would have to use a 
schedule similar to this as they are too small to support 
more than one full time teacher. The practioe now follow-
ed is to alternate the third and fourth year. In some 
sohools employing full time teachers only two years of 
vocational agriculture are offered. The fresbman class 
is often so large that two sections are necessary. In 
suoh cases section two occupies the periods shown as !gr. 
lIar !gr. III. This adjustment oan be made so as to 
prevent oonflicts. 
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The number of eleotives offered and the number 
of teaohers employed and how eleotive subjeots are assign-
ed to the teaohers will affect sohedules. Too often in 
the past the sohedule has been arranged to fit the teaoher 
and not to meet the pupil needs. Schedule should be set 
up to take oare of the needs of the greatest number of 
pupils and then teachers employed who can handle the 
subjects assigned. Often athletics are permitted to 
greatly distort the school schedule. It must be kept in 
mind by the school administrator that pupils are being 
taught and not subjeot matter. 
!here are many different oombinations possible 
in arranging the four schedules presented. With these as 
a guide the looal administrator oan easily adjust some one 
of the four to meet his special situations. 
Only two of the schools surveyed in this study 
have sixty minute periods; one of them 1s offering three 
years of vocational agriculture, the other two years. The 
schedules for Sixty minute periods would not be used 
extensively. 
!.he time that sohool begins in the morning and 
the time of cloBlng sohool in the afternoon will cause a 
variation in the schedule of recitations. The length 
and number of periods in the schedule will cause varia-
tions between sohedules. The number of subjeots which 
require double periods .111 be a faotor in schedule making. 
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The size of classes and the number of sections 
will have to be considered. The number of subjects that 
are assigned to the teacher and the possibility of combin~ 
ing subject classes will influenoe the final schedule 
adopted. The number of teachers in the system is a vital 
factor. Since the average for sixteen of the Arizona 
schools 1s 10 it would be reasonable to assume that there 
are enough teachers to make schedule building fairly easy. 
Well organized ourricula and schedules are 
neoessary for the proper handling of enrollment and 





!his study was undertaken to determine the need 
of functioning curricula, oourse of study, and school 
schedules of recitations providing for Tocational educa-
tion in agriculture for the secondary schools of Arizona. 
The findings as tabulated in Summary I and the nine sub-
sequent summaries indicate that there is a deoided need. 
The object of the study has been acoomplished thrn 
analysis of the problem and an interpretation of existing 
data. As shown by a study of the thesis functien1ng cur-
ricula, oourses and sohool schedules of recitations have 
been constructed. These will all meet the requirements 
of the state plan for the administration of vooational 
education. 
In order to determine how currioula in vocation-
al agriculture were formulated in the past and are being 
formulated at present in Arizona, a study of the existing 
curricula was made. There were only four of the seven-
teen sohools surveyed that had what might be oa11ed a 
curriculum in vocational agriculture.. In each insta.noe 
this was constructed by taking the subjects that are re-
quired by the State Board of Education for graduation 
from high school and adding agriculture on a vocational 
baSis. All of the other subjects offered were available 
to" agricultural pupils as electives. 
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It was stated by the superintendents of these 
four schools that the currioulum was for.mulated to meet 
the needs of the pupils. There is no difference between 
this curriculum and the method praotioed in eleven of the 
schools that have vocational agriculture as an elective 
and require all students to follow the state minimum 
course of study. 
the same subjects. 
The pupil in either case has access to 
This in no way helps the pupil who 
wants an agrioultural education and does not wish to go 
to oollege. In either of the above methods the student 
who graduates from the high school will have the necessary 
credits to enter the University. The curricula found do 
not provide to high school students the agrioultural train-
ing that it is possible to offer in four years. 
After a study of the writings of authorities on 
the subjects of seoondary education, vocational education 
and curriculum construction, the guiding principles deoid-
ed upon for formulating curricula for secondary schools 
that provide for vooational agrioulture are: (1) Determine 
the ocoupational standards of the agricultural group of 
which the pupils will be members; (2) Determine the ohar-
acteristios of the pupils to be trained; (3) Determine the 
present and the immediate future needs of the pupils; (4) 
Determine the materials and facilities at hand for educa-
tional purposes; (5) Organize courses in such a way that 
the subject oontent can be offered to meet the interests 
and needs of the agricultural pupils on the level of their 
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I learning and doing ability. 
Based upon the above prinoiples two ourricula 
were formulated for the secondary schools of Arizona in 
vocational agriculture. The first provides for four years 
of instruction in agriculture and graduation from high 
school with credits to meet college entrance requirements. 
This curriculum will meet the demands of one group of 
students in the high schools of the state. The second 
currioulum provides for four years instruction in vooa-
tional agriculture and offers access to other subjects of 
value to the pupil. This curriculum. will lead to gradua-
tion from high school but the student will not have the 
required credits for college entranoe. Both of these 
currioula meet the requirements of the state plan for the 
administration of vocational education in Arizona. 
A oourse of study in vocational agriculture has 
been outlined for each of the three years of the junior 
high school and for each of the four years of the senior 
high sohool. The courses of study will be the same for 
the first three years of each type of school. The junior 
high school will start the work in the seventh grade a~d 
finish inthe ninth grade when three years are offered. 
The vocational instruction may begin in the eighth grade 
and terminate in the ninth grade. In this event only the 
oourses outlined for the first two years will be offered 
in the junior high school. The senior high school may 
offer only the first two courses, which ms the minimum 
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requirement by the state board. The usual practice is to 
start 'he vooational instruotion of the senior high school 
in the freshman year. The third year ooursemay be the 
last year of vooational agriculture or the fourth year may 
be given. 'this is desirable for the best results. There 
is muoh elasticity in what may be offered in instruotion 
in eaoh year's work. The te~ms, plant produotion, and 
livestock produotion allow the sohool authorities to otter 
those subjects that will meet the interests and needs of 
the pupils. This is true of each of the other oourses 
outlined. The oourse 1n farmshop work and farm meohanios 
allows an opportunity for the school to offer instruotion 
in those enterprises whioh are of importance to the com-
munity and whioh meet the needs of the pupils. !he speo-
ialized enterprises of the third year make it possible to 
keep the instruotion on a funotioning basis. Farm manage-
ment and marketing of the fourth year leaves the selection 
of worth whi~e subjeot matter to the instructor or school 
administrators. These oourses will meet the requirements 
of the Arizona state plan for vooational education in 
agrioulture. 
The comparison of the five school sohedules 
secured from the seventeen sohools surveyed reveals that 
the block system of making schedules of reoitations pre-
dominates. Eleven of the schools had no printed schedules, 
the program of olasses being on a ohart or blaok board in 
theprinolpal t s offioe. In these oases no two of them 
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were alike ~n form or set-up and no One but the prinoipal 
could interpret the schedule for classes. It is evident 
from the study that there is a need for type schedules of 
recitations showing the place of the classes in vooational 
agriculture. 
Four typioal sohool schedules of recitations 
were constructed, two providing for two years of vocation-
al agriculture, and two providing for three and four years. 
Two of these schedules are based upon regular class periods 
of forty-five minutes. The other two schedules are based 




The development of the program of vocational 
education in agriculture for Arizona as well as its pre-
sent status proves beyond a doubt that there exists a 
need for curricula and courses of study in the field of 
vocational agrioulture. As indioated in the treatise 
every authority of note referred to has shown a gre'at 
need for systematic training for effioienoy and progress 
in the field of agrioulture. There is a reoognized need 
for the solution of the curriculum problem. 
There is no central direoting agenoy in Arizona 
held direotly responsible for the solution of the problem 
of providing a suitable currioulum and oourse of study in 
vooational agriculture. The state department it seems is 
the logical oentral direoting agenoy whioh sould assume 
this responsibility. 
The superintendents, principals, and teaohers 
are not in a position to build the proper curricula to 
obtain state wide improvement of the agrioulture program. 
They are proved to be inhibited in their judgments by 
looal oonditions, lack of information, ability and inter-
ests. 
The factors considered in this study are of 
necessity limited. They are, however, reoognized import-
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ant factors in the construction of a functioning worth-
while course of study in agriculture for Arizona sohools 
under present existing oonditions. 
The sohools of neoessity must be given some 
ohoice, therefore the oourses offered are constructed with 
considerable elastioity. The curricula are, however, 
standardized enough to attain definite results if unifor-
mally adopted by schools in agricultural oommunitles. 
School sohedules construoted by the local ad-
ministrator have their Itmitations for efficiency_ !bey 
are generally made to fit the teaohers· needs rather than 
that of the pupils. Extra-curricula activities, especial-
ly athletiCS, playa large part in distorting school 
schedules to the detriment of an efficient program for 
pupils progress. 
Experts in curriculum construction as cited 
have thru investigations and trials evolved 80me funda-
mental prinCiples for curriculum construction. !hese 
prinoiples have been applied in the building of the sugg-
ested course of study for thejunlor and senior high 
schools of Arizona. The courses of study offered comply 
.with the aims and objeotives in vocational eduoation as 
la1d down in the Federal act. The curricula meet all the 
requirements of the Arizona state plan. The school sched-
ules offered meet the requirements of the State plan and 
will function in the schools for whioh they are intended. 
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It is acknowledged that other factors, unknown 
at the time of the study, may influence the adoption of 
this curriculum. It is) however t an improvement over pre-
sent praotice and a step toward further progress in the 
state program.. 
The study 1s of value in that it meet a recog-
nized Beed and w1ll assist administrators in improving 
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